MetabolicRx
Blend of vitamins, minerals, & compounds to support the metabolism & healthy weight
Packed with powerful antioxidants, amino acids, & plant factors

Who Needs MetabolicRx?
Anyone who endeavoring to implement
permanent lifestyle changes especially
with regard to diet & exercise will benefit
from the metabolism support MetabolicRx
offers.
This specially formulated multi assists in
appetite control & weight management by
metabolizing carbs and fats effectively,
promoting a healthy body composition.

Beneficial Ingredients:

Vitamin E & Selenium: Essential nutrients &
Pomegranate Seed Extract: Powerful antioxidant antioxidants thought to assist in glucose balance,
shown in studies to support healthy inflammatory especially in diabetics.
response & improve insulin sensitivity.
Carnitine: Increases fat metabolism & improves
Berberine: Potent hypoglycemic agent that insulin action, important for those with metabolic
regulates glucose and lipid metabolism.
disorders.
ALA: Strong antioxidant, enhance the body’s ability Chromium: Converts to a factor involved in the
to support healthy blood sugar levels in patients with increase of insulin action at the cellular level.
glucose dysregulation.
Forskolin: Plant-derived substance that decreases
Green Tea Extract (ECGC): Inhibits fat cell blood sugar levels by helping regulate cellular
proliferation & increases fat-burning for fuel & caloric energy status.
expenditure.
Biotin: plays a role in stabilizing blood sugar levels
Vanadium: Necessary element for blood sugar through biotin‐dependent enzymes and initiate
dysregulation.
intracellular glucose into the cell.
Vitamin B complex: High dosage B vitamins Baikal Skullcap: shown to lower blood glucose levels
including 12.5 mg Thiamin, 10 mg Riboflavin, 75 mg
Niacin, 10 mg B6, 400mcg bioavailable folate, 25 Dosing: 3 capsules 1-2x daily with meals
mcg B12.
*Not recommended for those taking blood thinners,
Taurine: Reduces insulin resistance.
Coenzyme Q10: Necessary for glucose metabolism

blood pressure medication, or those who are pregnant,
lactating, or have polycystic kidney disease.
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